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At 8:30 a .m .th e  H I 2 and H I 6  parking lots are filled  
w ith  student vehicles. (Below) Business ju n io r James 
A llard takes th e  bus hom e from  school.
By Dale Quinn
MUSTANG OAU^Y STAFF WRITER
Two cars. One parking space. Ten Aiinutes to class. A 
unique kind of Darwinism is played out in the Cal Poly 
parking lots each day.
Students who drive to Cal Poly must deal with the frus­
trations of parking. Often, they drive to school well before 
their classes start to ensure they will get there time.
Some students drive because they live outside San Luis 
Obispo and have to commute; others drive because it is 
the most convenient option available to them. Still, most 
students find parking at Cal Poly a struggle.
see PARKING, page 10
Task force strives to  
alter campus culture
By Dale Quinn
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Students are satisfied with the 
results of a movement begun last 
spring to increase diversity on cam­
pus but say that changing campus 
culture is a slow process.
Cal Poly President Warren Baker 
called for the creation of a task 
force to increase diversity at Cal 
Poly and work toward creating a 
more, civil campus climate after a 
students petition last spring.
Many students attempted to 
voice concerns in the past only to 
run out of steam by the end of the 
year. Business senior Elbert
Hardeman works at the 
Multicultural Center, and became 
acquainted with several students 
who complained about these prob­
lems throughout campus. 
Hardeman and a group of students 
approached the administration with 
their concerns and determination 
to end the acceptance of intoler­
ance.
‘‘Minority students allow racism, 
discrimination or classism to hap­
pen at this campus, and it just rolls 
off our backs because we know we’re 
at a predominantly white school 
and this stuff is going to happen,” 
Hardeman said. ‘‘Then it came to a 
point where we realized regardless 
of where we are, these things are
‘With the diversity o f pop' 
ulation in the United 
States, we have the oppor^ 
tunity to better understand 
the rest o f the world, and 
that's important economic 
cally, it's important politi' 
cally and it's important 
culturally."
W arren Baker
Cal Poly President
wrong and they shouldn’t happen.”
The lack of diversity at Cal Poly 
reflects the small numbers of blacks, 
Hispanics and women in technolog­
ical fields such as engineering, 
architecture and mathematics. As 
an institution serving California, 
Cal Poly has dealt with this issue for 
years. Baker said.
The enrollment of minority stu­
dents began to increase in the 
1990s; however, the passage of 
Proposition 209 in the mid-1990s 
ended affirmative action and forced 
the administration to re-evaluate 
their approach to diversity. Baker 
said.
“The intent of Proposition 209
see DIVERSITY, page 2
Ag Showcase to feature 58 
companies for students
► Agribusiness clubs 
sponsor Cal Poly's 14th 
showcase in Chumash 
Auditorium
By Ashlee Bodenhamer
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Agricultural companies from 
across the nation will convene in 
Chumash Auditorium Jan. 23 for Cal 
Poly’s 14th annual Ag Showcase.
The showcase is a career sympo­
sium where students can meet and 
greet more than 50 industry profes­
sionals and inquire about internship 
and career possibilities in agriculture.
The event, sponsored by Cal Poly’s 
Agribusiness Management and 
National Agri-Marketing
Association (ABM/NAMA) Club, 
will take place from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
“We don’t want to call it a job fair 
because it’s not just for getting a job. 
It’s really to showcase all there is 
available in the ag industry,” said 
Jessica Dal Porto, agribusiness senior 
and ABM/NAMA Club president.
Agribusiness senior and Ag 
Showcase chairman Jack Lagier 
agreed and said the event reflects the 
diversity of the College of 
Agriculture.
On Wednesday, ABM/NAMA 
Club will also host 90 company repre­
sentatives at an Industry Social held 
at Madonna Inn from 7 to 9 p.m. All 
students and faculty are invited to 
join in an evening of informal net­
working with agriculture profession­
als.
Representatives from well-known 
names in the agriculture industry, 
including Foster Farms, Frito-Lay, 
United States Department of 
Agriculture and California 
Department of Food and Agriculture, 
are slated to attend.
While College of Agriculture stu­
dents searching for jobs and intern­
ships will be the most obvious benefi­
ciaries of the Ag Showcase, all majors 
are welcome. Numerous career possi­
bilities lie in agricultural professions 
from marketing to accounting, public
S6€ SHOWCASE, page 2
Calling all spring break junkies
By Chris Welke
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Spring break, infamous for its 
association with binge-drinking, 
nudity and students behaving 
poorly, is now the subject of a new 
reality movie.
“Spring Break: The Movie,” will 
embrace a reality T V  show format 
and will follow a group of friends 
from their concluding weeks of 
the winter term, including finals, 
through their spring break and 
back to school.
“It’s the first movie of its kind,” 
said Robyn Kass, the movie’s cast­
ing director. “Usually there’s a 
script, but here we’re going to do 
everything backwards. W e’re 
sending a group of friends to 
Cancún and whatever happens 
happens.”
Cal Poly was chosen by Spring 
Break Productions as a site for one 
of their open casting calls. The 
call will be held Monday, Jan. 20 
at 5 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium.
No prior acting experience is 
required. Auditioners must be at 
least 18 years old and are required
to bring stu- 
^ Auditions for identifi-
Spring Break:The cation cards 
Movie will take and a recent 
place Jan. 20 photo of 
from 5 to 11 p.m. themselves.
“We expect 
► The casting many Cal Poly 
agents are look- students to 
ing for groups of arrive back in 
three to 15 stu- town late 
because of the 
holiday, so the 
call will last until 11 p.m.,” said 
Cathleen Santarosa, casting pro­
ducer for the flick.
Santarosa advises applicants to 
come in groups. The producers 
will select a single group of friends 
to be featured in the reality film. 
Unlike the casting for reality tele­
vision heavy weights “Survivor” or 
“Big Brother,” where individuals 
are cast one by one not knowing 
each other, the producers are 
looking for a group of friends.
T he size of the group isn’t 
im portant, Kass said, and can 
range from three to 15 people. It 
could be any type of group; the 
producers said they won’t know
what they’re looking for until they 
find it.
The group could be a swarm of 
fraternity guys looking to scan the 
beach for hotties and drink Coors, 
or it could be a more diverse 
group, including such reality show 
stalwarts as the “jock ,” the “nerd,” 
the "squeaky blond" and the 
“repressed rage guy,” she said.
Due to the nature of filming a 
reality series, the producers don’t 
know how much wanton depravity 
will creep into the movie.
“1 think people hear ‘spring 
break’ and they think ‘party, 
drinking, booze,”’ Kass said. “The 
movie will have that, but we’re 
looking for something deeper. We 
hope to find people with brains 
along with the skills of partying.”
Students at 19 universities tried 
out for the film at open casting 
calls held throughout the West 
Coast.
Calls were recently held at 
U C LA , U C SD  and U C SB . 
U niversities in Oregon and 
Washington are also being scout-
see MOVIE, page 2
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DIVERSITY
continued from page 1
was to spend more effort (on) out­
reach and working with schools so 
we have a more qualified diverse 
applicant pool and that’s exactly 
what we’re doing,” Baker said.
Hardeman said he agrees that 
direct recruitment from underrepre­
sented schools is ^ ______________
crucial to increas- . . . . . .  . • . n
ing diversity at M U TO nt)! StUClCTltS CLlloW
Cal Poly. W hen rocism, discrimination or
f classism to happen at this
S t a t e  campus and it just rolls o ff
U niversities, a b o c k s  hccaU S C  WC
minority students know W6 re at a predomi^ 
apply and are nontly white school and
this stuff is going to hap'accepted to Cal Poly, but there is 
a significant pen. 
decline in the 
number of
m inorities who 
choose to enroll 
at C al Poly,
Hardeman said.
This is because their only expo­
sure to Cal Poly is the struggles of 
other minority students, he added.
“We have the academics, the 
location is beautiful, so there are 
some other factors that Cal Poly as 
an institution is not facing,” he 
said. “Hopefully this task force will 
deal with that.”
Cal Poly also lacks scholarships 
other institutions offer minority 
applicants. This factor keeps the 
university from attracting students 
from economically disadvantaged 
areas. Baker said.
In addition to increasing the 
diversity of students on campus, the
task force also strives to create a 
more comfortable learning environ­
ment for underrepresented students.
A subcommittee within the task 
force is now developing a bias 
response policy to create a way for 
students to vocalize concerns 
regarding the campus climate.
Both the administration and the 
students involved agree diversity 
plays a critical role in higher educa­
tion.
-------------------------- »W ith the
diversity of popu­
lation in the 
United States, 
we have the 
opportunity to 
better under­
stand the rest of 
the world, and 
that’s important 
economically it’s 
important politi­
cally, and it ’s 
important cultur­
ally,” Baker said.Elbert Hardem an e n I s e
business senior Campbell, spe­
cial assistant to 
the provost and 
member of the diversity task force, 
explained that Cal Poly has the 
responsibility to both “educate the 
diverse population of the state of 
California and to ensure that every 
student who leaves Cal Poly has a 
level of skill in functioning in a 
diverse institution.”
Hardeman said Cal Poly’s hands- 
on approach does not just refer to 
labs and projects.
“It’s also learn-by-doing as far as 
life is concerned, because a lot of 
those issues that you have to face 
within the classroom are simply a 
microcosm of other things we have 
to face within our job market,” he 
said.
MOVIE
continued from page 1
ed. The production is headed by 
reality T V  producer Mike Fleiss, 
creator of “T he Bachelor.” The
Universal Pictures feature will 
begin shooting in March of this 
year and will be released this sum­
mer.
For more information about the 
upcoming movie, call toll free 
(8 6 6 ) 804-0786  or check out 
springbreakthemovie.com.
TANNNERS COVE TANNING SALON
Downtown SLO - Corner Broad & Marsh 
667 Marsh (Wells Fargo Bank Center)
Why Do You Like Tanners?
"Lo c a tio n , g re a t prices, 
a tm o s p h e re  a n d  I feel 
g re a t w h e n  I leave."
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL  
50%  OFF SINGLE TANS 
until noon every day!
Hours:
M on-Thurs 8am -9:30p m  Friday 8 a m -8 p m  Sat & Su n  10am -6pm
-  N i c o l e  H o l m e sArt & Design Major
C om ing  up  this w e e k
*MLK March - There will be a Martin Luther 
King Jr. March today on Dexter Lawn at 11 
a.m.
*Snow Day- Fifteen tons of snow will be 
delivered to the corner of Chorro Street and 
Higuera Street for Farmers Market. The pile 
of snow is for children 2 to 10.
*Sorta W ant'a Torta - The Hispanic 
Business Student Association will host a 
sandwich (torta) sale Jan. 16 on Dexter 
Lawn during UU Hour.
*ASI Office Hours - ASI President Jake 
Parnell's office hours are Mondays from 12 
to 1 p.m. ASI Vice President Kaitlin Ayers' 
office hours are Thursdays from 12 to 1 p.m.
u s ta n g
DAiLY^
p u t out
times a week
FREE RENT SPECIAl!
ASI S T U D E N T  D IR E C T O R Y  ^
^ N O W  AVAILABLE! ^
r
Students, Facu lty  and Staff,
Please go to the UU Inform ation Desk 
w ith your C a l Poly ID to receive a free copy.
ValeDäa
Are you homeless 
this Fall Quarter?
W ell, your housing 
search is over!
W e still have rcxjms and 
entire 3-bedroom  
apartments available!
Apply now and get your first 
months rent for FREE!
(offer for fixed term leases only)
For details call our Leasing Office 
or check out our web site! 
www.ValenciaApartments.com
S tu d e n t A p a rtm e n ts555 Ramona Drive (805) 543-1450 
www.ValenciaApartmcnts.com
Great Amenities...
• Furnished bedrooms /  Living Room
• Recreation Center with T V  Lounge & Weight Room
• Computer Lab with F R E E  internet access
• Heated Pool and Gam e Room
• Some Newly Remodeled Apartments still available
• Leases and Month-to-Month Agreements available
Isr MONTH 
TREE
Free Rent Special
V A L E N C IA  S T U D E N T A P A R T M E m ^
555 Ramona Drive SLO
543-1450 wwu'.ValcnciaApamnents.com
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National Briefs
Fifth Harry Potter book to  be 
published June 21
LONDON —  More Muggles 
mania is expected after J.K. Rowling’s 
publishers announced that her fifth 
book about wide-eyed junior wizard 
Harry Potter will be published in 
Britain, the United States and several 
other countries on June 21.
Much anticipated, and somewhat 
delayed, “Harry Potter and the Order 
of the Phoenix” is 768 pages long, and 
by word count one-third longer than 
its predecessor, “Harry Potter and the 
Goblet of Fire,” published in 2000.
That’s just about all that was 
revealed in a joint statement 
Wednesday from Britain’s Bloomsbury 
Publishers and Scholastic Children’s 
Books in the United States. Details of 
Harry’s latest adventure remain as 
secret as the whereabouts of Diagon 
Alley, where Harry famously buys his 
wizard supplies.
And youngsters will have a few 
months to ponder what Hogwarts 
headmaster Albus Dumbledore means 
when he tells Harry, some pages on, “It 
is time ... for me to tell you what I 
should have told you five years ago, 
Harry. Please sit down. I am going to 
tell you everything.”’
Bush says Michigan affirm ative 
action program  unconstitutional
WASHINGTON —  President 
Bush, stepping into a politically 
charged affirmative action case, assert­
ed Wednesday that a pn:>gram of racial 
preferences for minority applicants at 
the University of Michigan was “divi­
sive, unfair and impossible to square 
with the Constitution.”
Democrats and civil rights leaders 
swiftly attacked Bush’s position in a 
Supreme Court case that could put a 
generation of affirmative action pro­
grams in jeopardy.
Sensitive to such criticism, the 
White House said a brief being filed 
Thursday on Bush’s behalf is narrowly 
tailored to oppose the Michigan pro­
gram. Though he called quotas uncon­
stitutional, Bush did not say that any 
use of race is always unconstitutional 
in selecting a student body —  leaving 
it to the high court to settle a question 
that could reshape affirmative action 
programs nationwide. The court hears 
the case in March.
Missing vials of plague samples 
found in Texas after triggering  
bioterrorism  fears
LUBBOCK, Texas —  About 30 
vials of the plague that were reported 
missing at Texas Tech University were 
found Wednesday in a mysterious 
episode that triggered a terrorism-alert 
plan and showed how jittery 
Americans are over the threat of a bio­
logical attack.
The FBI refused to say how ch- 
where the vials were found. However, 
an FBI official in Washington, speak­
ing on condition of anonymity, said 
authorities believe the samples of the 
lethal bacteria were simply destroyed 
and not properly accounted for, rather 
than stolen or misplaced.
FBI agent Lupe Gonzalez said a 
criminal invesrigation was continuing.
The samples, about 30 of the 180 
the school was using for research on
the treatment of the plague, were 
reported missing to campus piolice 
Tuesday night.
Plague —  along with anthrax, 
smallpox and a few other deadly agents 
—  is on a watch list distributed by the 
government, which wants to make 
sure doctors and hospitals recognize a 
biological attack quickly.
Health officials say 10 to 20 people 
in the United States contract plague 
each year, usually through infected 
fleas or rodents. The plague can be 
treated with antibiotics, but about one 
in seven U.S. cases is fatal.
IntemationalBriefs
Ecuador mob tw ice bums man 
accused o f raping child
QUITO, Ecuador —  An enraged 
mob killed a suspected child rapist, 
dragging him from a rural jail and then 
from a hospital where he had been 
taken by police —  twice dousing him 
with gasoline and setting him on fire, 
authorities said Wednesday.
Television news programs broadcast 
footage of the grisly attack by about 
1,000 residents of Cayambe, a high­
land village 30 miles north of the cap­
ital, Quito, which was videotaped by 
townspeople.
The angry mob broke down the 
metal door of the Cayambe jail and 
overpowered four pxjlicefnen Monday 
to reach Marcelo Quinonez, 26, police 
chief Cesar Espinoza said.
Dragging him into the street, the 
mob beat and kicked Quinonez, then 
doused him with gasoline and set him 
on fire.
Police used tear gas to break up the
crowd and rescue Quinonez, but when 
they took him to a hospital the crowd 
followed. They dragged Quinonez 
back into the street and torched him a 
second time.
Police again broke up the crowd 
and transferred Quinonez to a govern­
ment hospital in Quito, some 30 miles 
south, where he died, Espinoza said.
U.S. troops in eastern 
Afghanistan find cache of 322  
rockets
BAGRAM, Afghanistan —  A tip 
from Afghan sources led U.S. soldiers 
near the city of Khost to uncover a 
cache of hundreds of artillery rockets 
buried in a building compound, a U.S. 
military spokeswoman said 
Wednesday.
U.S. Special Forces troops along 
with Afghan military troops found 322 
107-mm rockets on Monday in the 
eastern Afghan town of Zarin Kalay. It 
was the second significant arms haul 
uncovered in the region in the past 
week.
The latest cache was discovered in 
one of three compounds the U.S. 
troops searched after being tipped off 
by Afghan intelligence sources, Sgt. 
Kelly Tyler, a U.S. military spokes­
woman, said at Bagram Air Base, 
headquarters for American troops in 
Afghanistan.
The weapons were moved to the 
U.S. base in Salerno, where the rock­
ets may be destroyed or handed over to 
the fledgling Afghan army, she said.
Last Friday, another group of U.S. 
Special Forces soldiers in Jalalabad dis­
covered some 900 pounds of explo­
sives, 200 rocket-propjelled grenades
and 180 pounds of ball bearings hid­
den inside feed sacks.
Killing o f policeinan prompts 
questions about Britain's 
defense against terrorism
LONIXDN —  The stabbing death 
of a detective in an anti-terrorism 
sweep raised questions about how well 
British police are equipped to deal 
with terror suspects. The arrested men 
had not been restrained and some of 
the police were unarmed and wore no 
body armor.
Police launched an internal inquiry 
Wednesday into the botched raid after 
criticism from lawmakers and fellow 
officers that the operation was badly 
plarmed and under-equipped.
Detective constable Stephen Oake, 
40, was killed and four other officers 
were injured Tuesday during the raid 
on an apartment in the northern city 
of Manchester. Police were searching 
for a suspect in the Jan. 5 discovery of 
the deadly poison ricin in London.
Three North African men were 
under arrest Wednesday under anti­
terrorism laws —  one being ques­
tioned about the ricin, another about 
Cake’s death and the third was being 
handed over to immigration authori­
ties.
Prime Minister Tony Blair, who 
described Cake’s death as a “wicked 
murder,” stressed the need to “redou­
ble” efforts in the fight against terror­
ism but did not comment on the way 
the raid was conducted.
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
news editor Andra Coberly.
Worry about your grades,
not your money.
Put yo u r m o n e y  o n  th e  U n io n  B onk o f 
C alifo rn ia  Visa'* C ash  C a rd , and  you'll have  
one  less thing to worry about. Your Visa Cash  
C a rd  is like an  A T M  c ard , w ithout the need  
for a  traditional checking or savings account. 
Just p u t your m o n e y  fro m  y o u r p a ren ts , 
student loans or job directly on your card , 
a n d  use it like cash. You can  use your card  
to  buy books, gas , g roceries , lattes an d  
m ore. Sim ply visit the teller's w indow  a t a  
partic ipating  U n ion  Bank branch , a n d  pay 
fo r  the a m o u n t you w an t on  your c a rd . 
You c an  g e t your m ind  o ff yo u r m oney. 
A nd get back to studying.
SAN LUIS OBISPO BRANCH 
1144 Morro Street 
(805) 543-6321
Visit US ot uboccoshcord.com
U n i o n  
B a n k  or 
C a l i f o r n i a
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Warning:This column is about masturbation
arms! To arms! The British are coming!” screamed Paul 
Revere on his midnight ride so long ago. And now 1, Shallon 
Lester, in the midnight of my college years offer this new 
rebel yell: “To pleasure! To pleasure! Adulthood is coming!"
As 1 speak, our years of uninhibited hedonism are waning as 
we speak. 1, for one, didn’t take enough advantage of my high 
school days, when 1 could have behaved badly then left it all 
behind for the anonymity of college.
“Why no,” 1 could have denied, 
“I’ve never been topless on a jungle 
gym. How lewd!”
Instead 1 played it safe and sweet, 
got good grades and ended up here, 
where 1 soon discovered that there 
was a pleasure kitten waiting to 
emerge. And, ladies of Cal Poly, 1 
think it’s high time you got in touch 
with yours!
This school doesn’t lend itself 
much to glamour or sexual explo­
ration; let’s just admit that right 
now. But does that mean we as indi­
viduals should give in to the stifling 
pressure of being a “Nice GirlT 
Hell no!
Wranglers, slide rulers, tubas or 
calculators; whatever your drug of 
choice is, we all deserve sexual satisfaction. But how do we find 
it?
We’re raised with the idea that true love equals sexual bliss, 
but let me tell ya, that’s not always the case. In fact, you can 
have great sex (or kissing or whatever) with people you don’t 
love, people you don’t even particularly like. Furthermore, you 
can have truly awful hook-ups with the man you want to marry. 
But there are some women out there, women 1 try and surround 
myself with, that find pleasure no matter what or with whom. 
And those women all have one thing in common.
They masturbate.
You’re cringing right now as you read that word, and 1 am too. 
Masturbation. Bleecchh, what a horrible term. It’s something 
you hiss through your teeth, not proudly belt out in front of
important people. It doesn’t
even have the humorous Embroce being u womau and all the magic that goes with it. I challenge
“vag?na’4^*iti ju« cany your vibrator like a torch, illumb
1 realized a while ago that nating the dark coTTiers o f conservativism.
•the actual word “masturba-
) -
tion was preventing me
from becoming totally comfortable with the act. So 1 adopted a 
new phrase, one that guys have been using for years: “J-ing off.” 
Not “jerk off” or “jack off,” because those sound equally repul­
sive. “J-ing off” kind of rolls off your tongue, doesn’t it?
It’s quiet, mysterious and blends in with other normal 
words: “Yeah 1 bought a new blender today, j-ed off and then 
watched ‘The Sopranos.’ Carmela just needs to leave Tony 
already!”
The sex educator who came to campus a few days ago said 
that women are made to feel guilty about self-exploration, 
mostly because our pleasure zones are less observable than 
men’s. Boys can’t help but stumble onto themselves, but 
women -  that takes deliberate effort. And many of us associate 
that effort with being “Bad Girls.” There was a time in my life 
when 1 could have killed a man with less guilt than 1 had j-ing 
off.
THOSE DAYS ARE GONE!
1 finally abandoned my subconscious fear of being labeled a 
whore, a tramp or just plain perverse. 1 unlocked the door to my 
own womanhood and took control of my sex life. There was no 
way 1 could expect a guy to give me an orgasm if 1 couldn’t even 
give myself one.
Should we women seriously let a man put his penis inside of 
us if we can’t even put our own hand down there? Ridiculous.
Many women don’t j-off because they secretly feel like men 
wouldn’t approve. Sisters, 1 have yet to meet a man who is 
turned off by a woman gettin’ down with herself, because they 
know that it makes their job a whole lot more fun. And big 
bonus points if you’re bold enough to incorporate it into the 
hook-up.
Most guys know that it’s difficult for women to have orgasms 
through intercourse alone, so I’m sure he’d accept anything you 
do to enhance your experience.
But perhaps the biggest advantage of girls j-ing off is that we
learn to separate love and sex. It sounds awful, like you’re emo­
tionally preparing yourself for prostitution, but 1 believe that it is 
the most valuable lesson a girl can learn. Many women are 
taught that to go out looking for sexual pleasure is bad! Bad! 
Bad! It’s more than bad; it’s a sin.
We are demure creatures meant to share our bodies with our 
husbands and no one else. That’s why some people are getting 
married at 22 or 23 years old. Not because they genuinely want 
to forfeit a life of their own and to start shooting out babies, but 
because they want to know the secret of sexual pleasure without 
feeling guilty.
Sex in marriage is safe: No one can judge you for going at 
it like rabbits after you’re wed. To a lesser degree, the same 
is true for sex inside a committed relationship. But isn’t 
solo sex the safest of all? People cheat, STDs surface, babies 
happen -  things fall apart. The biggest disappointment one 
can face j-ing off is somehow smashing your $70 Venus 
Butterfly Vibe -  which is on the same heartbreak level as 
divorce.
Yes, some college students have found their soulmates and are 
ready to get hitched: Many engagements would be extended if a 
man gave a girl a vibrator instead of a diamond!
But don’t worry, my darlings, self-love won’t detract from sex­
ual experiences with another, it will only enhance it. Embrace 
being a woman and all the magic that goes with it. 1 challenge 
you to hold your head high and carry your vibrator like a torch, 
illuminating the dark comers of conservativism.
Set a glowing example for oppressed women everywhere and 
in honor of the cherished Martin Luther King jr., adopt his cry 
as our own, “Free at last, free at last, thank God almighty, we are 
free at last!”
Shallon Lester is a speech communication senior and Mustang 
Daily columnist. E-mail her questions at shallonlester@hot- 
mail.com.
New cola tries to bottle anti-Americanism
(U-W IRE) TAMPA, Ra. -  If you enjoy 
drinking pt>p and are kxiking for a way to break 
America’s cultural stranglehold on the world, 
you’re in luck. Tawfik Mathlouthi has created 
Mecca Cola as a way of protesting American 
policies.
Mathlouthi says he came up with the idea 
when he noticed his 10-year-old enjoyed eating
at McDonald’s and
C o m m e n t a r y  «»rinking o>ke
Angered that his 
10-year-old wasn’t participating in his protest, 
Mathlouthi created Mecca Cola so the kid 
wouldn’t support America by drinking a prod­
uct of one of its corporations.
That’ll teach us.
Bearing a label that looks suspiciously famil­
iar, Mecca Cola’s cans and bottles tell con­
sumers “No more drinking stupid. Drink with 
commitment.” TTiat’s the first time I’ve ever 
had a pop can try to insult me.
Mathlouthi’s approach is pretty hypocriti­
cal. First of all, he wants to be a competitor 
with Coca-Cola, but he stole Coke’s label. 
The Mecca Cola labels are red anjl even fea­
ture a white ribbon design. The whole idea 
seems pretty opportunistic, which is some­
thing else he’s stealing from American com­
panies.
To me, it seems like he’s just merchandising 
anti-Americanism.
He even says, “If there’s a war, you’d have an 
extraordinary flare-up of Mecca Cola.” I’m sure 
he’d hdtc that. Ten percent of the profits will 
benefit a Palestinian children’s fund, though 
never in cash in order to ensure against aiding 
terrorism.
Mathlouthi, though, says he’s not against 
America. “We love America opened to the 
world. We don’t like this America, very dan­
gerous and very strong against others.” Yeah, 
and once in seventh grade I snapped a kid with 
a rubber band, and then said I was sorry. 1 was­
n’t.
But he doesn’t seem to care if his slogan 
sparks more anti-American feelings.
“It is not my problem,” he said. “It is the 
problem of the U.S. administration. If they 
want to change anti-U.S. sentiment, they must 
change their policies and their double standards 
on human rights and politics.”
If you want to make a statement against this 
present administration, Mathlouthi, why don’t 
you try inventing an electric car?
It’s obvious to me that Mathlouthi is pander­
ing, but he is doing it well. He is selling a fake 
moral high ground to people and making a 
decent profit in the process. It reminds me of 
bands making fun of rock stars while trying hard
ology and selling it to a disenfranchised 
population.
It sounds like something an American 
company would do. There are people who 
agree with me, and they are appalled that the
7 don’t understand how you demonstrate your anger toward America 
by stealing one o f its most popular products, wrapping it in a shroud o f 
a particular ideology and selling it to a disenfranchised population.
to become fock stars.
I’m not saying Mathlouthi does not believe 
everything he is saying, but using it to make 
money calls some of it into question. I found 
myself wondering if Coke could sue based on 
the similarity of their cans.
Then there’s the fact that Mathlouthi hired 
chemists in France to get as close to Coke’s for­
mula as possible. Coke could probably make a 
case, but doing so would not help its perception 
in the Arab world, where its sales are slipping 
thanks to Mecca Cola.
I don’t understand how you dem on­
strate your anger toward A m erica by stea l­
ing one o f its most popular products, 
wrapping it in a shroud o f a particular ide­
holiest city in Islam is being used to hock a 
soda.
I don’t want to give the impression that 
I’m against free enterprise or anything like 
that. Tawfik Mathlouthi can sell all the pop 
he wants. 1 disagree with his assertion that 
his son is a bad Muslim because he enjoys 
eating at McDonald’s. McDonald’s has good 
food.
Using Am erican tactics to protest 
American policies gives tacit approval to 
America.
Mathlouthi’s idea seems to be confused.
Chris Ricketts is a staff writer for The Oracle (U. 
South Florida).MustangDAILY ®
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Avoiding jury 
duty at all costs
(U-W IRE) DEKALB, 111. -  Responsibility. Every time 1 try 
and shy away from it, it ends up punching me in the gut like I 
just hit on its younger sister.
Case in point: My winter break experience with the U.S. jus­
tice system.
This summer I received a notice that I had been called for jury 
duty. With school upon us, 1 was able to defer. However, like the 
evil Green Bay Packers losing a home playoff game, my jury ser­
vice was inevitable. On Dec. 9, 2002,1 would report for jury duty 
with one singular mission: Avoid it at all costs.
O f course, they anticipated this mind-set in one of the many 
notices 1 was sent in the mail. Their guilt trip was of expert qual­
ity (mothers around America would be proud):
“Serving on a jury is one of the most important ways in which 
an American gets to serve her or his country. Avoiding jury duty 
because you are busy at work may seem important in the short 
term, but in the long term, it is not a good reason and hurts the 
country. Jury service reinforces and makes real the need for 
laws!”
Ouch. These guys running this “scam” were good. 1 soon felt 
un-American for even thinking about not doing my duty.
Like any good American, 1 asked what would my president do 
in this situation? No, not A1 Gore (who had been my president 
until he lied to countless millions when he appeared on 
“Saturday Night Live” and uttered the phrase “we’ve got a great 
show tonight”). I mean the actual president.
I was greatly heartened to learn that even Dubya had engaged 
in the timeless art of avoiding jury duty. O f course, his excuse 
was slightly better than mine.
According to a salon.com article, in 1996, Bush used his posi­
tion as governor to avoid questions about his wild past during 
jury selection. Bush failed to answer some of the questions on his
jury questionnaire, but his lawyer 
^ 0 n % | n 0 n f 3 r V  excused under the guise
... ....... that he might someday be called on
to pardon the offender.
W ith this knowledge, 1 recommitted to the idea that noth­
ing would be more American than avoiding sitting on a jury 
and reported to the Chicago federal court building on a chilly 
winter day.
A group of other perspective jurors and 1 were soon- 
called in for what was called voir dire, which I thought was 
French for “we will probe you like it is 1999.” In reality, it 
is when prospective jurors are questioned by attorneys from 
each side and/or the trial judge about life experiences and 
opinions to determine whether they can weigh the evi­
dence objectively. T his was my ticket out.
They started out by telling us that this was a PCP trial and 
read off names of people involved in the case. If we had feelings 
about PCP or any of the people involved, we were supposed to 
volunteer it. However, if I spoke up, I would likely be forced to 
go through another voir dire process.
I sat quietly until it was my turn to sit in a chair in front of the 
judge, lawyers and defendants for my own p>ersonal probing. 
They asked innocuous questicms like what I did for a living 
(write rambling, socially irresponsible columns) and television 
habits (“Blind Date,” baby!). Talk socm turned to my hobbies:
“W hat do you like to do in your spare time Mr. Feltesr
“Well, I do a lot of reading and writing. I watch a little bit of 
T V  and go to movies with fiiends. And I guess, like everyone 
else, that I enjoy the occasional hit of PCP."
The courtroom exploded in laughter. Even the defendant was 
laughing his innocent until proven guilty butt off. The judge, 
however, was not amused.
“Mr. Feltes, I would encourage you to take this process much 
more seriously. I am excusing you from this panel and would 
warn you not to make a comment like that again.”
Thankfully, 1 never got the chance because a string of court­
room holidays kept me from another voir dire.
Now, 1 understand how great our country is and how we must 
make sacrifices to keep it that way, but I don’t think anyone is 
served by having someone as immature and selfish as me on a 
jury. What scares me is there were other people like me out there 
who were left on that jury.
The jury system sounds great in principle, but in reality, there 
are countless stories of jurors making decisions based on getting 
home by the weekend or because of some bias they hid.
1 don’t know of an alternative to the system, but randomly 
culling people who didn’t have the connections or intelligence 
to avoid jury duty is not the answer.
In the meantime, maybe 1 will have the maturity to serve on 
a jury someday. 1 wouldn’t count on it though.
What is amazing is that I got through this whole column with­
out making the obvious bad Pauly Shore joke. By the way, join 
me next week for my next column: Avoid Biodome at all costs.
Greg Feltes is a staff writer for the Northern Star (Northern 
Illinois U.).
California trims the quality of 
education with budget cuts
(U-W lRE) DAVIS, Calif. -  Next year’s proposed state budget 
has been announced, and it’s a doozy. In an effort to fill a gaping 
$35 billion budget hole. Gov. Gray Davis detailed a sweeping 
plan that would raise taxes, slash services and dramatically boost 
the cost of public education. The University of California was no 
exception: Unless the U C Board of Regents can find a creative 
way around about $300 million in cuts, next year’s undergradu­
ates can expect to pay the state at least $1,200 more annually for 
their schcx)ling than they do now.
It could hardly have turned out otherwise, as California’s 
government has rarely, if ever, distinguished itself for long-term 
thinking. During prosperous times, it spends as though those 
times would last forever, while paradoxically withholding fee 
increases at universities until the economy goes south and stu­
dents cannot afford them. Such shortsightedness only makes 
^  sense when one realizes that the
t O n H  1 1 1 0 1 1 * 3 r y  Umited terms of elected officials
tend to make them shortsighted by 
nature. So, with the tumblers in place, Davis was all but pow­
erless to change course.
What remains to be seen is how the regents will distribute their 
slice of the state pie when they convene in March. With Tidal Wave 
II set to pour thousands of students into the UC at a time when out­
reach and other student services face elimination or sharp reduction, 
the balance between funding inevitable expansion and supporting 
current students becomes an issue of primary importance.
For instance, cutting $179 million from instructional pro­
grams while preserving nearly $120 million for enrollment 
growth threatens to raise the price and lower the quality of the 
education current UC students receive in favor of accommo­
dating future students -  who would themselves fare no better 
under this diluted system. In clinging to its policy of growth, 
the university should remember its obligation to students who
With significant turnover in the last election, 
many o f the state legislators who allowed a 
surplus to become a deficit and ran three 
months behind schedule in passing this years 
state budget are, refreshingly, no longer in 
their seats.
are already paying fees. Otherwise, the regents might find 
themselves faced with a stripped-down university whose pres­
tige has been similarly stripped down.
In addition, while students in more affluent families might 
find the fee increases little more than a nuisance, the blow that 
outreach programs must absorb might put a higher education 
out of reach for people who most need those services. With sig­
nificant turnover in the last election, many of the state legisla­
tors who allowed a surplus to become a deficit and ran three 
months behind schedule in passing this year’s state budget are, 
refreshingly, no longer in their seats.
Their successors would be wise to learn from Ixith the recent and 
more distant past. Specifically, Californians would benefit from a 
more transparent and efficient budget hearing process this year, and 
students sorely need a legislature that controls fees more judiciously.
To a certain extent, it’s too late to learn from the mistakes of 
history -  many of them have already been repeated, and once 
again California must pay the price. But in looking forward, the 
state legislators and U C regents have their work cut out for 
them to restore and maintain the trust they hold as executors of 
a responsible state government and accessible public university.
Staff Editorial for The California Aggie (U.California-Davis).
Letters to the editor
M ilitia  brings much 
needed spirit to  Poly
Editor,
In response to Kelly (Scanlon) “Fan’s 
Actions crossed the line,” (Jan. 9) I am in 
full support of Justin Robinson and his 
hooligan-in-ttaining friends. 1 stopped going 
to Cal Poly football games not because of 
our team standings, but because the crowd 
that filled the stands are boring. As my 
friends and I started to yell and scream in 
support of our team, we only got strange 
looks and an eerie hush from the crowd. 
Aivd all we were guilty of was showing some­
thing that our top rated school lacks -  
school spirit 1 feel that “Mustang Militia" is 
doing our school a great service. So what if 
they cross the line? Sports Illustrated maga­
zine a few years ago named Oakland Raiders 
fans as the scariest fans in the NFL. Raiders 
fans are considered some of the most loyalist 
fans in professional sports and believe me -  
they are closer to incarceration then saint­
hood. And guess what, the Raiders are the 
winningest team in the NFL!
If everyone in Mott Gym were like the 
“Mustang Militia,” I would definitley go to the 
games. For Justin Robinson and his followeis, 
continue the good work and if the opposing 
team complains, escalate the insults! Cal Poly 
basketball needs all the support they can get!
American culture while keeping their 
Mexican heritage, creating a “new culture.”
To start, Ms. Ratcliffe never mentioned “one 
in three California residents is Chkanq/a.” 
You’re assuming that every Spanish-speaking 
peison in California is Chkano? There are 
many Hispanic people in Cal Poly, including 
me, that do not identify themselves as 
“ChicsffK),” we only share the language. And 
even the way we speak the language is different.
Moreover, your only concern is that Cal Poly 
has few Chicano venues, but you’re ostracizing 
other ethnic groups with your concerns. You 
should be ^ ad that Cal Poly even offers Chicano 
studies; because I do not find it in any way ben- 
efidal to all to learn about Chicarlos. If you warit 
people to learn more about Mexican immi- 
^ants, then you dyould include other immi- 
^ants who are not in the United States to “live 
the American ckeam,” but to invest, trade, etc.
I agree with you about the lack of 
Chicano presence in San Luis Obispo and 
that Santa Maria has a vibrant Chicano, 
N O T Hispanic, community, but they 
have nothing to do with the university. 
Therefore, Cal Poly is doing a great job to 
serve the Hispanic community at large.
Jesus Garcia is an architectural engineer­
ing sophomore from Tijuana, Mexico.
Rich get richer w ith  help  
from  U.S. governm ent
Thomas Razo is a civil engineering Editor, 
senior who believes the Raiders will win 
the SuperBowl for real this time.
Chícanos, Híspanles are 
different, share problem s
Editor,
This is in response to Victor Rey’s opinion 
about Alexa Ratcliffe’s article, “Poly one of 
top colleges, universities for Hispanics” (Jan. 
13). It’s in^xjrtant to know the difference 
between Chicano and Hispanics. Hispanics 
include any person from a Spanish speaking 
country, while Chicanos are SOME 
Mexican migrants that try to assimilate into
There are many problems with Jason 
Starkey’s letter (“Left doesn’t want citizens 
to sf>end own money,” Jan. 15.) Jason 
makes many sweeping generalizations and 
extreme statements such as, “the left hates 
capitalism.” Jason brings up statistics and 
asks questions, but doesn’t hint at the other 
side to his arguments. “Why do the top 5 
percent of Americans pay 40 percent of the 
taxesr’ Considering the top 1 percent of 
Americans has 99 percent of the assets in 
our country, it doesn’t seem striking to me 
how they pay more taxes. For this year, 60 
percent of the proposed tax cuts would go 
to the top 10 percent of Americans.
Jason says “the left has no problem 
spending our money on federal programs 
that do nothing but keep unmotivated peo­
ple dependent on the government.” His 
anti-left position is obvious throughout the 
article and it clouds his view. Do some 
research into corporate welfare and see who 
really has the dependence on federal 
money. Corporate welfare is approximately 
30 times the amount of state welfare. ' 
It is a ftet the rich in America are getting 
richer and the rest of us poorer. The income 
gap continues to grow. In past decades, 
CEOs made less than 10 times what average 
workers made. Now CEOs make over 5(X3 
times what workers make. I have two prob­
lems with the point, "The only way to suc­
cess is to depend on ourselves and not the 
government.” First, I personally don’t define 
success as the quantity of money I have and 
it seems saying success equals money encour­
ages greed. Bill Gates is currently worth $35 
billion, does he really need another $30,0(X) 
from tax cuts? Second, “successful” people 
depend strongly on government to ensure 
laws and regulations pass in their favor.
Wendy Martin is an environmental engi­
neering graduate student.
Letter policy
Mustang Daily reserves the right to 
edit letters ror grammar, profanity and 
length. Letters do not represent the views 
of Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 
250 words. Letters should indude the 
writer's full name, phone numlMr, major 
and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407
By fax:
(805)756-6784
By »<naii: m»stangdoily@hQtmdil.cofT)
Letters must coma from a Cal Poly «- 
mail account Do not send letters as an 
attachment Please send the text in the 
body of the e-mail.
AttentkNi:
Your letter will not be printed unless 
you submit it in the correct format
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Analyst: Davis overstated 
budget shortfall by $8.5B i
By Alexa H .B Iu th
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
SA CRA M EN TO  —  Lawmakers 
cmikl he spared making some $3 bil­
lion in spending cuts or rax hikes 
because Gov. Gray Davis is overstat­
ing the state’s two-year budget short- 
tall by $8.5 billion, Calitornia’s non­
partisan legislative analyst said 
Wednesday.
Legislative Analyst Elizabeth Hill 
estimated the state’s revenues will be 
$26.1 billion short over the next 18 
months —  in contrast to Davis’ pre­
dictions that the state faces a $34.6 
billion deficit.
While the actual size ot the pro­
jected deficits differs by $8.5 billion, 
Hill and the Davis administration 
said the difference could be closer to 
$3 billion if analysts used their own 
revenue forecasts but the same meth­
ods to calculate how state programs 
are paid for.
Hill’s report stoked the political 
debate over the actual size of 
California’s deficit, which has dis­
solved into technical questions about 
accounting and predicting the fiscal 
future. Republican lawmakers have 
claimed Davis inflated the size of the 
deficit to justify raising taxes.
Despite the difference with Davis 
on the size of the deficit. Hill echoed 
the governor’s call for quick action by 
the Legislature, which she said “needs 
to act early and decisively in order to 
put the state’s fiscal house in order.”
Davis defended his budget predic­
tions, saying that hundreds of profes­
sionals in the Finance Department 
came up with the number and “there 
IS really now very little disagreement 
between the analyst and the Finance 
Department as to the size of the prob­
lem.”
“I would be thrilled if the analyst 
was right because my problem would 
be $3 billion less than 1 think it is,” 
Davis said during a speech in 
Sacramento to the California 
Newspaper Publishers Association. 
“But nobody knows for sure what the 
economy will do 18 months from
I tnow.
The top economist for the 
Legislature’s 120 members. Hill fore­
cast in November a $21 billion 
deficit, but based her new number on 
more recent economic information. 
She will have a more-complete analy­
sis in February.
In her initial analysis of the $96.4 
billion plan for the 2003-04 budget 
Davis released last week. Hill said her 
office used a different method to 
determine which programs must 
legally be funded on a continuing 
basis.
Hill said Davis’ budget cuts some 
programs that weren’t legally required 
to receive state money.
Also, Hill said her office was opti­
mistic about an economic recovery 
than the Davis administration. She 
predicted improvement in the middle 
of this year, whereas the administra­
tion, which uses a University of 
California, Los Angeles, projection 
mtxlel, forecasts the slump will con­
tinue until early 2004.
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The art in surfing: board design, waveriding and cool paint jobs
Tim Cowan, general manager of 
Wavelengths surf shop in Morro 
Bay, has been surfing for 22 years. 
During that time he has learned a 
lot about the sports colorful history. 
In fact, inside the shop there is an 
extensive collection of boards that 
illustrate the evolution of surfing 
and surfboard design.
Surfboards have been around 
since roughly 1700 and used to be 
carved from redwood.
“The Polynesians and Hawaiians 
have been surfing forever,” Cowan 
said. “It has been a sport of kings; it 
was a sign of royalty.”
Surfing was a part of their her­
itage, religion and culture, Cowan 
said. W hen the missionaries went 
to Hawai’i, they suppressed surfing 
because they felt it got in the way 
of converting the Hawaiians to 
Christianity.
W hen surfing made a comeback 
in the early 20th  century, the 
boards were huge and made out of 
wood. In the 1920s hollow surf­
boards were created, a technique 
that shaped early 20th-century 
surfing, Cowan said.
From the late 1940s to the early 
'50s, balsa boards were used and 
fins were eventually added. Balsa 
was a much lighter wood than all of 
the materials they had used before
DAN GONZALES/MUSTANG DAILY
Tim  Cowan o f W avelengths Surfboards in M orro Bay stands in fro n t o f v in tag e boards from  th e  '50s 
and 60s. M odern surfboards are m ade from  th e  same m aterials o f polyester foam , fiberglass and resin 
used in th e  days o f G idget.
sistency right.
In the 1960s, a surfing explosion 
hit. It was the era of foam boards 
and the beaches were packed. 
Mass-produced bo^ards known as 
pop-outs made a brief appearance, 
sold by such mainstream manufac­
turers as Sears and Wards, Cowan 
said.
radius never seen before. It revolu­
tionized modern surfing, Cowan 
said.
In the 1980s it was all about 
short boarding. Yet, in the late '80s, 
the high performance long board 
and fun shapes (short long boards) 
were introduced, Cowan said. In 
the late 1980s and early '90s, the 
CN C shaping machine was created.
“W hat was once a secret avoca­
tion has become highly visible,” 
Hulet said.
Although most boards might get 
a surfer in the water, they are not 
all created equally. An experienced 
surfer looks for function first and 
will build a relationship with the 
shaper, Hulet said.
Surfboard shapers use skill and a
It cuts out the rocker (the curve) of surfer’s input to produce the final
the su rfb o ard ,___________________________________
one of the hard- ^
est parts of the ''(Surfboords OTe) OTie o f
board to repro- pieceS o f tTuly
duce, Cowan i i iggjj nandmade equipment in
“It cut about the world.” 
an hour out of
shaping tim e,” ScOtt Hul0t
he said. “A ll the Editor,The Surfer's Journal '80s and
product.
“ (S u r fb o a rd s  
are) one of the 
last pieces of 
truly handmade 
m aterial in the 
world,” Hulet 
said.
Through the 
'90s,
and was easier to shape, Cowan 
said.
In the mid-1950s came the use of 
polyurethane foam, which is what 
surfboards are made of today, 
Cowan said. In the beginning the 
foam was really inconsistent. It 
wasn’t until the advent of the tech­
nique of blowing foam into molds 
that they were able to get the con­
DAN GONZALES/MUSTANG DAILY
In the mid-to-late '60s there was 
experimentation with shaping V- 
bottoms into boards, different tail 
designs, different rail designs and 
different shapes. During this period 
surfboards started getting shorter, 
Cowan said.
The twin fin came about in the 
late '70s and, with the invention of 
the tri-fin, boards gained a turning
shaper has to do
is shape the bottom, the rails and 
the nose and tail.”
Although the boards have 
changed a lot in a short period of 
time, we can expect this trend to 
continue as we progress into the 
future.
Sco tt Hulet, editor of T he 
Surfer’s journal, has been surfing 
for the past 24 years. Over the years 
he has watched the industry grow 
in popularity as well as size.
people used 
undecorated boards, Hulet said. 
Since about 1997, there has been a 
renewed interest in resin tints and 
opaque pigments. Some surfers will 
even go as far as decorating their 
own boards with ink pen and air­
brushes. A few people actually dec­
orate boards as a profession, but 
Hulet refers to them as a “small co t­
tage industry” because they are few 
and far between.
S M  Surf, page 9
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Fremont Theatre 541-2141
M THE BIQ FREMONT 
LORO OF THE RINOS: THE TWO 
TOWERS (F0.1R
Mon-TburAXX) 8«0 
EN08TOOAY1
Q A N Q S 0 FN E W Y 0 R K (R )
Mon-ThurS«) 6:30
BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY
Above: W hat if Pablo Picasso surfed? Some boards becom e canvases, transform ing them  in to  hanging works o f a rt, such as this piece by 
Cayucos' Shane Stonem an. Bottom : M any surfers believe th e  tru e  artis tic  m erits o f surfing surface in every gracefu lly  executed tu rn .
MAR) M  MANHATTAN (PO-13) 
fit-Thun 2:30 4:46 7«0 030 
ENOS 700AYI
WILO THORNBERRY8 (PQ) 
Ert-TTiur« 2:46 530 
ENDSTOOAYI
HARRY POTTER 2 (PQ-i 3)
Fft-TNir* 7:18ENDS TQOAY1__________
■ Downtown Centre Cinema I  546-8600 ■
‘JUST MARRIED (PQ-13) 
Mon-TNv 2:15 5 3 0  7:46
‘ADAPTATION (R)
Mon-Thur 3:30 6:30 9:15
‘CATCH ME IF YOU CAN (PQ-13) 
Fri-Thur 2:30 5:45 9:00
LORD OF THE RINGS (PQ-13) 
Fri-Thur 4:00 830
ABOUT SCHMIDT (R)
Mon-Thur 2 3 0  5:00 8:00
TWO WEEKS NOTICE (PQ-13) 
Mon-Thur 2:15 4:45 7:00 9:30
I MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PQ)| 
Fri-Thur 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:45
•NO QATS ACCEPTED
T im es  V a lid  TODAY ONLY!!
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SURF
continued from page 8
Agricultural business senior Rael 
Berkowitz has been surfing since he 
was 13 years old. Now 22, he could­
n’t picture himself not surfing. In 
fact, part of the reason he came to 
Cal Poly was its beaches.
“1 can never see myself moving 
away from the ocean,” Berkowitz 
said. “If 1 didn’t surf there would be 
something lacking in my life.”
Surfing is more than an art to 
Berkowitz; it is a way of life. It is 
something he can do to take him 
away from the stresses of the world, 
he said.
“Surfing here is different than 
surfing down south,” Berkowitz 
said. “It is more competitive and 
busy there. Here you can get your 
own secret spot all by yourself; it is 
more like soul surfing.”
Agricultural business senior 
Kevin Daugherty said he feels the 
art of surfing is in the riding style of 
the surfer, calling it “art in motion” 
in reference to the intense free­
style surfing of aerials and cutbacks.
Like an artist creates art with a 
paintbrush, the surfer creates it 
with his board, he said.
“W hat is physically on the board 
is not nearly as important as the 
shape of the board and how it feels 
underneath your feet,” Daugherty 
said.
Like a famous painting, surfing 
means different things to different 
people. Some find the art in the 
surfer’s techniques while others 
find it in the shaping of the board. 
Neither is right or wrong, however, 
since it is a personal interpretation 
based on what surfing means to the 
surfer.
This Modern World
Students grab gadgets, let go of personal time
By Abbey Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Emily Burfeind is motivated to go 
to the gym this quarter. Her place 
among the sweating bodies at the 
Cal Poly Rec Center is not the first- 
week phase of a New -Year’s resolu­
tion. Her focus is much more simple 
and, quite frankly, small.
The reason she goes to _______ _ ________________  ________
the gym can fit into the
palm of her hand, like a '‘When oues environment is bad, such 
lead-blue stone. ^  sitting in traffic, technology can be
buttons on her new gadget, uscd OS a buffer, but I worry about it 
the grind of exercise rnaiting US oblwious to the cnviroU'
and entertainment more accessible. 
Cal Poly students inundated with 
lecture notes and books now sift 
their way through excess gadgets.
Some wonder what effect the 
rapidly evolving technology trend 
has on our lives and what we are 
leaving behind.
“When one’s environment is bad, 
such as sitting in traffic, technology
ment.machines are masked by her favorite song and she even 
forgets her own pain, cour­
tesy of an MP3 player. The 
gym is actually a pleasant 
experience after weeks of 
immobility.
The Cal Poly campus is populated 
with technology like Burfeind’s, 
devices that make communication
MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
Tim e spent alone is fast disap­
pearing as m ore people are as 
close as a touchpad.
Dan Levi
Psychology professor
can be used as a buffer, but 1 worry 
about it making us oblivious to the 
environment,” said psychology pro­
fessor Dan Levi. “1 am tired of walk­
ing into people talking on their cell 
phones.”
In the early 1980s, Levi 
researched the effectiveness of e- 
mail with companies looking for 
additive communication -  commu­
nication that does not decrease 
human contact.
“Twenty years ago it was additive, 
but not anymore,” he said.
E-mail is an effective communica­
tion medium, but people in the pro­
fessional world are finding that they 
are communicating more but less 
satisfied with their communication, 
Levi said.
In the college world, students 
have non-routine and non-p>erma- 
nent lifestyles.
“My friends are hard to get a hold 
of,” said Burfeind, an agricultural
y ■ ■ 't  VI**-
LO N D O N  S TU D Y
Internships in London - Summer 2003
\  Live and work in London this summer!
\
\
\
\  It will be a valuable and 
D y I unforgettable experience!
Open to ALL m^ors  
www.ca^xHy.edu/tndnstdy^ ^.    . ■........ . ■  in -i. ita,,,' '.fi- .lïWi  ^Iftf A'l » f SWtw
Student Informational Meeting Thursday, January 16th
11:00 am -12 :00  noon  in Fisher Science Bldg 38 Rm 286
^ iiü M B aa8K aM ig í[ll
C A LEN D A R o/EV EN TS1 Friday, Jan u ary  17, 6:30pm  &  9pm Wednesday, Jan u ary  29 , 8pm
TIM CONWAY & HARVEY KORMAN A R L O  G U TH R IE
TOGETHER AGAIN Presented by C al Poly Arts |
Presented hy C al Poly Arts 
Cohan Center
Cohan Center |
I
Sunday, Jan u ary  19, 3pm  
TWYLA THARP DANCE
Friday &  Saturday, 1 
Jan u ary  3 1  &  February 1, 8pm
Presented by C al Poly Arts
Cohan Center
Sunday, February 2, 2pm  
Thursday - Saturday, 
Febuary 6  - February 8, 8pm
Friday, Jan u ary  24, 7pm D A N C E  M O S A IC -T H E
TEARS OF JOY PUPPET O R C H E S IS  D A N C E  CO M PA N Y
THEATRE: PERSEUS. Presented by C al Poly Theatre
HERO OF ANCIENT GREECE & D ance D epartm ent.
Presented by C al Poly Arts Cal Poly Theatre
Cohan Center •
1)1 L  '■’ i0 3 ^  m m Silt BSiiiMB
II Ticket Inform ation: SLO-ARTS (756-2787) Cali 756-7222 for transportation details • www.pacslo.org |
education and animal sci­
ence senior. “Cell phones 
keep people together.”
But English junior Evan 
Chambers keeps a sense of 
sanity by getting away 
from all the “gadgets.”
, “Much of the technolo­
gies we (students) use are 
just toys, and we will grow
------  out of them,” he said.
“They cost lots of 
money and this 
enslaves people to 
money.”
Burfeind said she 
is relieved that some 
of her friends finally 
broke down and 
bought cell phones, 
but Chambers has 
different thoughts.
“These gadgets 
distract people from real 
life, which is actually hav­
ing time to reflect on life 
and notice your surround­
ings,” he said.
The influence of tech­
nology on our relation­
ships is a concern to many 
students.
“Gadgets don’t necessarily 
enhance our relationships, but that 
is what they are sold as doing,” 
Chambers said.
But Burfeind, who lives eight 
hours away from her parents, relies 
on cell phones and e-mail to keep in 
touch with family.
“1 consult my family in many of 
the decisions I make in my life,” she 
said. “I have found that e-mail and 
cell phones are a fast and convenient 
way to communicate with them,” 
Burfeind said.
Technology has not only permeat­
ed relationships, but also house­
MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
B iochem istry sophom ore Shahin  
Pourbayat gets a little  face tim e  w ith  his 
PDA.
holds. A Japanese company, recently 
introduced toilets with Internet 
access. A chemical reading of one’s 
urine is taken and emailed to the 
doctor, Levi said. The toilets, along 
with thermostats and other house­
hold appliances and utilities, are set 
up to run the houses themselves -  
which are called Smart Houses, he 
said.
But do people really need a refrig­
erator that orders milk for them? 
Each new device, while opening up a 
whole new world to us, encroaches 
on our personal time.
“Each person must decide to what 
point he or she wants all of this,” 
Levi said.
Fehruaiy 2  '2003The Moscow Dance Theatre
Vladimir Zakharov
^  Artistic D irector & ChoieogtdpheiFI ' I C ' iu n p a n y  o f  "^5 f  “
Russia Eva
Big C o n ce rt P ro g ram  
in 2 acts
San Luis Obispo
. v> Christopher Cohan
i Performing Art Center.(805)SLO-ARTS V(805)-756*2787 Toll free (888)233-ARTS
 ^ (805)756-6170
www.ticketmaster.com
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PARKING
continued from page 1
“Parking is horrible,” said Carine Zoellner, 
an ecology and systematic biology senior who 
lives in Los Osos. “There are no spaces, and 
you have to get here really early if you do want 
a space.”
As enrollment increases at Cal Poly, the 
number of parking spaces available on campus 
will not grow at the same rate. This means 
more students will have to find alternative 
methods of getting to campus.
Cal Poly’s Master Plan deals with increased 
enrollment by making the core of campus 
pedestrian. This means parking lots located 
within the core, including the parking located 
next to the library, will be converted into aca­
demic buildings, said Deby Anderson, with 
Parking and Commuter Access Services.
“The Master Plan tells us the core will be 
academic, so students can still walk to class 
within 10 minutes,” Anderson said. “But, in 
order to build those buildings within the core 
of campus we’re going to have to eliminate 
parking.”
The Master Plan will deal with this loss of 
parking with the construction of two addition­
al parking structures, one located north of 
Highland Drive on Via Carta, and another 
located adjacent to the football field on 
California Boulevard. However, more students 
will still have to use alternative transportation.
The primary way Cal Poly encourages stu­
dents to use alternative transportation is by 
increasing and improving bus routes. Parking 
services currently gives the city $250,000 p)er 
year and guarantees the county that they will 
buy $25,000 worth of Central Coast Area 
Transit (CCAT) passes per year to keep these 
routes at zero fare for students.
The money that keeps the bus free for stu-
AMY SWEETNAM/MUSTANG DAILY
Biology sophom ore Peter Keegan bikes to  class everyday. On his w ay to  school, he 
IMSses a lin e o f cars w aiting  to  get on to  campus on Grand Avenue.
dents, as well as the money for the construction 
of additional parking spaces, comes entirely 
from parking fees and fines. No general fund 
money is used for parking.
In addition. Cal Poly is currently working 
with the city to improve bus routes for stu­
dents. The first step has already been taken. 
An Oakland based consultant, Urbitran, deter­
mined that buses could better serve their riders, 
which are primarily Cal Poly students, 
Anderson said.
With most students living within a few miles 
of the campus, SLO Transit and Cal Poly are 
also developing short circuit bus routes that 
will run closer to campus and serve students 
that live in these areas. Surveys will be distrib­
uted as early as March to get student feedback 
to indicate how a short circuit bus route will 
best benefit students.
Many students also face the issue of walking 
to Cal Poly for night classes. While English 
sophomore Sara Barron enjoys walking to 
school, she does not like walking in the dark.
“1 hate walking at night,” she said. “It’s kind 
of creepy.”
To accommodate these students bus routes 
will begin to run later in the evenings. Also the 
construction of a transit hub near Mott Gym 
will begin in the next two or three weeks, pro­
viding a central location for students to obtain 
information about bus routes and creating fur­
ther incentive for students to ride the bus, 
Anderson said.
The Master Plan also provides for the con­
struction of bike routes across campus and for 
the connection to bike routes that run through 
city. However, consulting groups must examine 
traffic throughout the school and how a bike 
path can best benefit students before construc­
tion can begin. Furthermore, the university’s 
stance on bicycles is the same as with any other 
vehicle on campus.
“You ride your bicycle to campus and you 
walk from class to class,” Anderson said. “We 
don’t have appropriate bike paths for you to 
ride that bike between classes. We encourage 
the bicycle to come to campus, but park it in 
the core of campus and walk from class to 
class.”
CONFERENCE
continued from page 1
relations to managing. Dal Porto said.
Peace Corps and Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
organizations, which are not strictly agricul­
turally based, will be in attendance.
In past years, typically more than 75 com­
panies have come to the career symposium; 
however, due to the nation’s economic 
slump, ABM/NAMA Club has had a diffi­
cult time enlisting businesses to come. Dal 
Porto said.
“A big problem we’re having this year is 
that a lot of people are having hiring 
freezes,” Dal Porto said.
Fifty-eight companies have been con­
firmed to attend, and despite the downturn 
in the demand for workers, these industry 
professionals are lined up to recruit Cal 
Poly’s agriculture students.
“They know they can come here and get 
great employees and interns,” Lagier said.
Check us
www.mustangdaily.calpoly.edu
out
www.mustangdaily.calpoly.edu
on the
www.mustangdaily.calpoly.edu
Web
www jm istangdailyxalpoly.edu
S P E C IA L  S P R IN G  B R E A K  P A C K A G ES
Includes RT air, airtport/resort transfers, 7 nights at resort, schedule of 
parties, activities & side excursions. Prices quoted are quad occupancy. 
Ask about many other options. Hawaii from $586; Acalpulco from $629; 
Cancún from $729; Montego Bay. Jamaica from $809. Also 5 day 
Carnival Cruise RT from LA from $205 quad, $230 double!
Book soon as Spring Break specials sell out quickly. Call, e-mail or see 
us today for all student discount travel.
T R A V i m M I  /  A « « r i « m  I x p r M f
sw***’  t .  Phone: 783-7000 E-mail: slo@tvltm.com
Located in SLO a t Brood A Marsh, Free Parking of the door
SELF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY!
1989 Cadillac Limousine -  Loaded. Runs great, in terior great, needs vinyl top and hood/trunk paint or polish.
Tax deduction too as money 
goes to Unity Church
$3000
Call
543-4250
CSU Student 
Research Competition
May 2nd and 3 rd  2003
Open to all undergraduate 
and Graduate Students
Encourage your students to turn 
their senior projects or master's theses 
into research cometition entries!
For additional information, 
visit our wcbistc: 
http://www.calpoly.edu/-rgp/src 
or call the Research and 
Graduate Programs Office:
756-1508
Career Services
Winter Quarter 2003
^Mustang: Jobs— Job listings ¿t on- 
campus interviews for Career openings, 
Spring/Summer Co-ops dt Summer Jo b s/  
Internships on-line N O W !
^  Local Part-Time Jobs— Posted on bulletin boards in the 
Student Employment Office, M -F, 8:00am-4:30pm.
^Professional Etiquette Banquet— February 12
^Career Symposium— February 20
#  Summer Camps fit Resorts Job Fair— March 4
O ther career events publicized on-line in the 
2003 Career Events Calendar
For more information visit our website
w w v y @ c a re e rs e rv ic e s .c a lp o iy .e d u
Building 124 (opposite Mustang Stadium)
756-2501
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DUPERRON
continued from page 12
On top of playing on the team and 
attending classes, Duperron is also a 
volunteer coach for a junior high 
school girls’ basketball team.
“She is a giver by nature, whether 
it is in the classroom helping a stu­
dent with some homework, with the 
team she coaches or with her Cal 
Poly teammates,” Mimnaugh said.
Duperron’s integrity on and off 
the courts has made a lasting impres­
sion on Mimnaugh.
“She’s the most competi' 
tive player on the team/'
Faith M im naugh
Cal Poly head coach
“If I had a daughter, I would want 
her to be just like Kari,” Mimnaugh 
said.
Some of Duperron’s highlights 
while on the Cal Poly team have 
been ending U C  Santa Barbara’s 
conference winning streak during 
her sophomore year, and also win­
ning her first Big West Tournament 
game. Duperron also scored a career- 
high 27 points last month against 
Arkansas State in a non-conference 
game.
Another highlight for Duperron 
was a chance to play her sister in 
conference games. Her sister played 
on the U C Irvine team.
Duperron hopes to provide many 
more highlights as the Mustangs 
make a run toward the Big West 
Tournament.
“She is truly an inspiration on the 
team,” Mimnaugh said.
Campus Express Club Scholarship
www.q>rouiKUitioii.org/expi“Adding value to my Campus Express Club online saves me time, and the Hot Deals when I use my membership save me money,” .says Jeffrey K., Art & Design major. Join or add value during January and you could win a scholarship!
Three lucky Campus 
Express Club members 
will win scholarships in 
Winter Quarter’s Campus 
Express Club drawing.
One Cal Poly student 
w i l l  r e c e i v e  
reimbursement for winter 
quarter in>state tuition, one 
m em b er w ill gain a 
textbook credit of $200  to 
his or her Campus Express 
Club membership, and one 
m em ber will get $ 5 0  
added to their membership.
To be eligible to win the 
tuit ion and t e x tb o o k  
reimbursements, members 
simp ly  j o i n  C a m p u s  
Express Club or add to their 
m e m b e r s h i p s  du rin g  
January. To win the $50  
credit, add $ 5 0  or more. 
According to Mechanical 
Engineering major, Justin 
J ., “The Campus Express 
Club is fast, convenient, 
and has saved me money. 
It is easier and quicker than 
handling cash.” Campus 
Express Club is accessed 
through the PolyCard  
(campus ID). After adding 
value to Campus Express 
Club, the PolyCard is used 
to purchase food and school 
supplies at restaurants on 
c a m p u s ,  the C a m p u s  
M a r k e t ,  E l  C o r r a l  
B o o k s t o r e  and most  
vending machines. Open 
Access computer labs also 
accept Campus Express
Club as payment  for 
PolyCard printing. Campus 
Express Club is welcome 
at Health Services, too.
Join or add value online, 
ww'w.cpfoundation.org/express/
or call (80 5 ) 756-  2849  
or (805) 756 -5 9 3 9  to add 
v a l u e  u s i n g  V i s a ,  
MasterCard or Discover, 
or stop by one of the 
Express Stations located in 
m o s t  r e s t a u r a n t s  on 
campus, or go to Customer 
Service (Bldg. 19) or the 
Foundation Cashier (Bldg. 
15).  If your PolyCard  
h a s n ' t  a l r e a d y  been  
activated stop by Customer 
Service in the atrium of 
Light House.
Anyone joining or adding 
value during January is 
automatically entered in 
the drawing and winners 
will  be not if ied  by 
telephone or email. Good 
luck in the drawing!
Paid Advertisement-
MEN
continued from page 12
just in time for conference play, after 
a 1-4 start they have rolled off seven 
consecutive victories, including three 
in a row in the Big West.
Pacific plays a slower brand of bas­
ketball. They rely on big men like 6- 
foot-9-inch freshman forward 
Christian Maraker and 6-foot-8-inch 
sophomore center/forward Matt 
Kemper to score. Bromley thinks Cal 
Poly’s big players, including centers 
Phil Johnson and junior Varnie 
Dennis, match up better against a 
slower team.
Senior guard Demetrius Jackson is 
the Tigers’ leading scorer, averaging 
14.8 points per game, but is coming 
off a two-point performance in 
Saturday’s win against Northridge.
Maraker is the likely Big West 
Freshman of the Year, in the top-10 
in the conference in scoring and 
rebounding.
Kemper is the only other Tiger to 
average double figures this season 
with 11.2 points per game. He also 
leads the team in rebounds with 7.2 
per game and, at 45.5 percent, is the 
Tigers’ leading 3-point shooter.
The Cal State Northridge 
Matadors (6-7, 0-3), who will make 
their mandatory Mott appearance at 
7 p.m. Saturday, are the yin to 
Pacific’s yang. This team, picked 
before the season to finish fourth in 
the Big West, has lost five straight 
games and finds itself as the confer­
ence cellar dwellers. Their style of 
play also sets them apart from the 
Mustangs’ other opponent this week.
“Northridge is quick, athletic and 
pressing,” Bromley said. “The way we 
are playing we are not pressing, going 
up and down, because we have big 
boys right now. Once we break down 
the press, Northridge is going to have 
some problems matching up.”
Turnovers and transition'are what 
make the Matadors click. They aver­
age 10.3 steals per game, good for 
19th in the nation, and have forced 
20.5 turnovers per game.
Tlieir two leading rebounders, 
sophomore Ian Boylan and senior 
Curtis Slaughter, are guards, meaning 
the Matadors can move the ball
upcourt quickly.
Boylan leads the Matadors in 
points and steals with 15.2 points and 
2.2 swipes per game, also averaging 
five rebounds per game. Slaughter is 
second on the team with 11.4 points 
per game, 4.7 rebounds and 2.1 steals 
per game.
'^Northridge is quick, ath  ^
letic, and pressing. The 
way we are playing we are 
not pressing, going up and 
down, because we have big 
boys right now. Once we 
break down the press, 
Northridge is going to have 
some problems matching
. 9}
U p.
Kevin Bromley
Cal Poly head coach
The Mustangs took “a baby step 
backward” with the losses last week, 
guard Jason Allen said, but he is con­
fident they are improving.
“We’ve been through a lot with 
this team,” Allen said. “We just need 
to tighten some screws. It feels good 
to be home, though.”
Part of the problem is the team is 
still getting used to each other, which 
has made it hard to create a rhythm 
on offense. When that comes, so will 
the wins.
“When you look at injuries, ill­
nesses and ineligibilities, we have not 
played together very much as a 
group,” Bromley said. “It is one thing 
to create open shots. It is another to 
take open shots with confidence, and 
maybe more important for your team­
mates to know you are going to take 
that open shot so they can hit the 
glass.”
The Mustangs got wiped on the 
glass like Windex last week, getting 
outrebounded by 35 for the trip. 
Bromley is hoping Cal Poly can string 
together a couple wins at home tq 
regain some confidence.
“This team is capable of some very 
good basketball,” he said. “We are 
not believing we can kick people’s 
butts, and you’ve got to believe.”
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 ( 805)  756-1143
A n n o u n c e m e n ts  I A n n o u n c e m e n ts
Wanted -  Church choir director 
who loves Jesus and music. 
Opportunity to develop music 
ministry in a growing church. 
Call Marge, 434- 1921, 1st Pres.
Skydlv« IM t 
student discount
Tandem $140.00 
Accelerated free fall $240.00 
Video $70.00 
661-765-JUMP 
www.skydivetaft.com
Tibetan Buddhist Meditation 
and Dharma Teachings
with Lama Khedroup, ongoing on 
Sunday afternoons, 4-5:30pm. See 
slocountydharma.org for details 
528-1388 or 528-2495
Get Greek Stuff F-A-S-T!
Get group orders get great 
discounts. Lettering, embroidery, 
novelties. Visit online at 
Connectsports.com 
1-800-929-1897 
alantran @ starpower.net
Em ploy ment
Pest detection trapper 
Temporary - Seasonal 
Exam #  02-703 
San Luis Obispo County 
$10.45- 12 .71 /Hr.
Swim instructor
CPR First Aid Cert, required 
Must love kids, indoor pool 
5 Cities Swim Club 
481-6399
E m p lo y m en t
Camp Wayne for Oirls
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19 - 
8/16/03). If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment, we 
need female staff as Directors and 
Instructors for: Tennis, Golf, 
Gymnastics, Swimming, 
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports, 
Cheerleading, Ropes, 
Camping/Nature, Drama, Ceramics, 
Photography, Videography, Silk 
Screen, Batik, Printmaking, 
Sculpture, Calligraphy, Guitar, 
Jewelry, Piano, Aerobics, Martial 
Arts, Baking.
Other positions: Group Leaders, 
Administrative/ Driver, Nurses 
(RN’s). On campus interviews Feb. 
18 at UU #219 
Apply online at
www.campwaynegirls.com or call
E m p lo y m e n t  I Rental  Housing
^ rto n d c r  lyalnoos Noodo^T
Earn up to $25/Hr. 
International Bartender School 
will be in town 1 week only. 
Day/Eve classes, limited seating. 
Call today 800-859-4109 
www.bartendusa.la
Classifieds
756-1143
100 WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood items. To 
$480-)- base wk. Free information 
pkg. 24 hr 801-269-2340
Homes For Sale
Upgraded 3 bedroom, 2 
bath home with large yard 
and spa close to Poly $ 
579,000
646-8262 or 441-1879
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
60 Casa St.
Townhouses. Now taking 
applications for Sept. 10. 
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets. 
Call Bea 543-7555
Personals
Blue-eyed stranger: I met you at 
Mother’s last Friday. I want to meet 
you again. I'll be at Linnea’s this Fri 
at 7pm.
Male, brown hair, brown eyes, 
athletic, 5’11” looking for female 
who enjoys being adventurous in 
the outdoors and likes to party. Call 
781-6960
GET VOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN 
NOW!!
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Cat Poly's Kart Duperron
From walk-on to stardom
CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
Kari Duperron has led th e  M ustangs to  a 2-1 start in Big W est play. 
She leads th e  team  in points, steals, m inutes played and assists.
By Courtney Witt
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Kari Duperron has basketball in her bones.
Starting in an all-boys league at age 7, the four-year point guard for the Cal 
Poly women’s basketball team knows what it’s like to have to fight to stay in 
the game.
Duperron, a business senior, had to decide early on how important basket­
ball was to her. She was faced with the decision of attending a school that 
offered her a scholarship or come to Cal Poly without one and accomplish her 
goal of playing on a Division I team.
She decided to come to Cal Poly, determined that she could make it.
EXiperron’s ability on the court showed how capable she was, even from the 
beginning, said Cal Poly head coach Faith Mimnaugh.
“If there is a weakness in her game, she is the first one back on the courts 
after practice to improve it,’’ Mimnaugh said. “Her drive has never diminished 
since she began on the team.”
As team captain of the team for two years, Duj>erron continually pushes 
herself to do the best that she can.
“She is the most competitive player on the team,” Mimnaugh said. “She 
works to be the best that she can be to make the team the best that it can be. 
It is hard to find someone that looks out for others the way that Kari does.”
A t the beginning of Duperron’s sophomore year at Cal Poly, Mimnaugh 
came to get her out of study hall to tell her that she would receive a scholar­
ship.
“1 worked 50 hours a week over the summer at two jobs to raise money for 
my sophomore year, and it was such a relief to know that it had all paid off,” 
Duperron said.
A scholarship is not all that motivates Duperron. It is also the encourage­
ment from the p>eople in her life that keeps her going every day.
“There are so many people that motivate me, but especially my dad,” she 
said. “He put the dream in my head since 1 was little and encourages me to do 
well, even if I am having a bad day.”
Her teammates also motivate her.
“When you have people that care about you so much and want the best for 
you, you just want to stay a part of it,” Duperron said.
Duperron lets little things push her. Cal Poly guard Catrina Taylor said.
“She was telling me a few days ago how seeing a few people she played 
against in high school playing for U SC  and UCLA made her want to go shoot 
some hoops,” Taylor said.
Duperron has a drive that causes her to do things without needing the 
acknowledgment of others.
“Something that really makes Kari unique is that she doesn’t need constant 
encouragement from the coaches to make her want to work harder,” Taylor 
said. “She will just go out and do it.”
see DUPERRON, page 11
Cal Poly Men's Basketball
Mustangs try to regroup at home
► Team hoping to 
recover from last week's 
humbling 0-2 road trip
By Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The Cal Poly men’s basketball 
team returns home this week to play 
two pivotal Big West Conference 
contests against a pair of teams. 
Pacific and Cal State Northridge, 
who couldn’t be more opposite if 
their names were Laurel and Hardy.
The Mustangs sank to the .5CK) 
mark in Big West play after going 0-2 
on their recent trip to Utah State and 
Idaho. These upcoming games could 
help right the ship.
“We have a big week this week and 
it’s a tough prep week,” Bromley said. 
“The two styles are both ends of the 
spectrum.”
First up are the conference-leading 
University of Pacific Tigers (8-4 over­
all, 3-0 Big West), who the Mustangs 
face at 7 p.m. today in Mott Gym. 
Someone awoke these sleeping Tigers FILE PHOTO
mustang
, ' iL H t f i lJ I t  , ■ , IR IV IA
Cal Poly fo rw ard  Jarad Pattarson and th a  rast o f th a  M ustang fro n t lin a w ill p lay a kay ro la in tha  
see MEN, page 11 M ustangs' tw o  hom a gam as this w aakand. Cal Poly hosts Pacific in M o tt Gym to n ig h t a t 7.
B A R
SCORES
M E N 'S  BASKETBALL 67
Utah state 81
M E N 'S  BASKETBALL 50
id aho 66
yVO M EN'S BASKETBALL 63Id aho 35
W flESTLiNG 18
O klahom a 26
M B d’S TENNIS 2p ep p erdine 5
SW1M M M G ITOCS northridge H 8
SCHEDULE
M E N 'S  a i^ i f£ T B A L iL th u r s „  jan. 16, 7 p.m. 
pacific ®  cal poly
M E N 'S  SAS», t ' s a t . ,  jan. 18, 7 p.m. 
''•cs northridge ocaipoiy
jV ^ SAL. thurs., jan 16, 7 p.m. 
''•pacific ©pacific
W  â A S < r ■'•î-'-. sat., jan. 18,7 pm. ''•cs northridge ©northridge
''•nebraska
sat., lan 18,1 p.m. 
©  cal poly
^ARErTLilN sun., jan. 19, 5 p.m.
''•cs bakersfield ©caipoiy
liVilMMItyCi sat., jan. 18,1 p.m
''• C l a r e m o n t  ©caipoiy
''•uc davis
mon., jan. 20,10 a m.
©  cal poly
LVOMEN'S "E’<iNlS sat., jan. 18,11 p.m.
''•pepperdine ©  pepperdine
STATS I
By th e  num bers
7 p.m.
Start time of tonight's 
men's basketball 
game in Mott Gym. 
The Mustangs will try 
to hand the Pacific 
Tigers their first loss 
of the Big West 
Conference season.
1 ^ 4
Pacific started the 
season 1-4, but heads 
into tonight's game on 
a seven-game 
winning streak.
TRIVIA
today's question
Who are the four'Division I 
men's or women's basketball 
coaches in history 
with at least 800 wins?
Submit answers to: jljackso&calpoly.edu
Wednesday's question
What is Hakeem Olajuwon's 
original name?
Akeem DtajuwoR
Congratulations Patrick Chan, Alan Tsai, 
Adam Serafín, and Dan Kelapouiisl
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
